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DARK  MATTER:     we  know   a lot :

It exists  (no  modifed gravity for the  bullet cluster!)

Good estimate of the  cosmological average  (22%)

Most of it is non baryonic

Most of it is “cold” 

It  cannot be  explained by the Standard  Model 
                                                  in Particle Physics



PHYSICS  beyond the STANDARD MODEL 
is  REQUIRED  to explain Dark Matter !!

Extension of the Standard Model
are  EXPECTED  at the  electroweak
mass scale 

These  extensions  can “naturally”   result in the
existence  of Dark Matter !
 



Are  LHC/ILC  and  DARK Matter  searches 
studying the   same Physics ?



Are  LHC/ILC  and  DARK Matter  searches 
studying the   same Physics ?

This  is  certainly possibles !
[...  but not   necessary ... ]

The  physics  may or  may not be related 

Lines of  investigations  that are
independent  and  complementary 

Problems  with a  diferent status:
DM  problem :  direct observational puzzle.
New physics at EW  scale :   theoretically motivated prediction



...there is a lot we do not know   about DM....

Possible  theoretical ideas:

  THERMAL  RELIC  (WIMP +  variants)

  AXION   (phase space condensate)

   SUPERMASSIVE particles ... 
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...there is a lot we do not know   about DM....

Possible  theoretical ideas:

  THERMAL  RELIC  (WIMP +  variants)

  AXION   (phase space condensate)

   SUPERMASSIVE particles ... 

The “WIMP miracle”

Relic  density

Electroweak scale !Warning !
Loopholes 
 are possible 



Evidence of DM  at diferent  Length scales
   Cosmological
   Very Large Scale
   Clusters of Galaxies
   
  GALAXIES



MILKY
WAY sun



Astrophysical  information

Dark Matter 
density distribution

Velocity  distribution

[consistency requirement]

Dark  Matter in the Milky Way



Astrophysical  information

Dark Matter 
density distribution

Velocity  distribution

[consistency requirement]

Dark  Matter in the Milky Way

Problems: “The CUSP”

“Granularity”  [“the BOOST factor”]



Isothermal                                      (constant)
“NFW”  (Navarro-Frenk-Wolf)        (1/r  divergence)
“Moore”                                          (stronger divergence )      



Shape of the

“CUSP”



Numerical  Simulations of  
Structure  Formations









Signifcant
Structure in DM

“Boost factor”



Power injection  for  Dark Matter annihilation



Power  injection from   DM  annihilation 



Power  injection from   DM  annihilation 



“Granularity” boosts 
  the power output.

The “WIMP miracle”



Piero Ullio 



Annihilation  cross section

In  most models
DM particle =
Majorana particle

Inclusive 
spectra

Branching Ratios
 in diferent fnal states  F



DM – Nuclei    Elastic  Scattering

Direct detection
Accretion in Sun, Stars.... [efect on Star formation

 near the galactic center]



Photon emission from DM  annihilation



Photons  from Dark Matter

Adimensional
Angular factor

Spectrum



Eγ > 100 MeV



Angular dependence of the  Photon fux



Angular dependence of the  Photon fux



Photon  rate 



Fermi  sensitivity:    A = 9500  cm2





Charged  Particles:

Magnetic confnement
Energy Loss





Propagation
as difusion



The PAMELA

  Positron DATA

    Evidence for DM

      or 

   New Astrophysical  processes ?



PAMELA

detector

Launch  
15th  june 2006

(3 years ago)



Crucial  ingredient:
the MAGNET !

e-
e+



Antiproton result Agreement 
With standard production
mechanism





“Low  energy
 problem”
 [solar modulation]

“High energy 
  problem”
 
at the center
 of intense  interest



BESS proton fux   measurements

Solar Modulations



Moving magnetic scattering centers

Ε
f 
= E

i
 - Z ∆ V 

Reasonably good approximation:

The efect of the solar wind
is equivalent to a POTENTIAL
with particles  losing an energy
∆ E =  Z V



High energy: 
ratio e+/e-
grow with  E !!

Very unexpected
result  for the
“astrophysical
 background”



FERMI:   electron + positron  fux



FERMI:   electron + positron  fux

“Excess”  [??] 
 of  electrons + positrons

....
Possible...

but certainly not necessary 



FERMI:   electron + positron  fux





Proton and electron  energy spectra

E-2.70

E-3.04



Proton and electron + Positron energy spectra

Use:  e+/e-  ratio
from Pamela 
ft of  e=(e++e-) data
to estimate e+ fux

New  component
“emerging”
at high energy ??



ATIC   Balloon  experiment  (electron + positron)   













“Leptophilic”  DM ?
 Leptonically decaying DM ?

 Boost Factor from clumpy DM ?
 
 Sommerfeld enhancement ?

Requires non standard DM  properties



“STANDARD    DESCRIPTION”

 of   the  Cosmic Ray   fuxes



protons

electrons

Secondary
nuclei 

Pair 
production



Fundamental  propagation equation:

Difusion Energy LossSource

additional terms:

 interaction
 decay
 convection
 reacceleration 

...



Escape as  “absorbing  boundary condition”
The difusion coefcient   become  infnity at  the 
boundary

Galaxy as
a cylinder









Primary  particles

Injection



Secondaries



A  + p →  A
1 
 + A

2

Secondary nuclei



Secondary Nuclei

CREAM

 δ = 0.6

 δ = 0.7

 δ = 0.33



POSITRON  EXCESS  possible  explanations:

“Near Sources”

“NEW Sources”

Dark Matter

New Astrophysical Source
(Pulsars)

New mechanism in
standard sources
Cascade pair injection
P.Blasi





astro-ph/0903.2794

New mechanism in 
“standard Supernova acceleration” scenario

INJECTION of  e+e-  pairs
from accelerated  particles  at the source

Crucial  problems: 
  Normalization
  Spectrum



SuperNovae    as  main sources of galactic CR

SN1006 Tycho Cas A

C
h
a



Comparison  with ROSAT  observation

 HESS  Telescope 

Observations   with TeV  photons 
 



ENERGY  Spectrum







PULSARS 

CRAB  Nebula



CRAB Nebula

Red Radio
Green Optical
Blue X-rays



VELA  Pulsar



Fermi Pulsar detection



Hooper, Blasi, Serpico 2008 Contribution from all  Pulsars



Hooper, Blasi, Serpico 2008 Contribution from single close Pulsar



“Direct”  Search 
  for  Dark Matter

Nucleus   A
at rest

Elastic  scattering



“Direct”  Search 
  for  Dark Matter

Nucleus   A
at rest

Non  relativistic  WIMP



Kinematical  factor r

2





Target not point-like:
Form Factor



Spin  independent :  coherent  scattering  + kinematics

Strong  dependence 
on mass number A



Nuclear 
Form
Factor

Universal
(A 
independent)
function 

Velocity
Distribution

Scattering RATE

Prefactor



Nuclear 
Form
Factor

Universal
(A 
independent)
function 

Velocity
Distribution

Scattering RATE

Prefactor

CRUCIAL  signature  A-dependence



Scattering RATE



  “Halo rest frame”

   Velocity   of Earth in the
   Halo  rest frame

   [Co-rotation ?]
   



Velocity  distribution in   “halo rest frame”





A = 127  (Iodium)
M

wimp
 = 50 GeV

Quasi exponential distribution 







Directional   Response



Directional Response



Detector  at LNGS  position



DAMA-LIBRA      (Gran Sasso)



Dama-Libra
250 Kg NaI

0.82 ton=year



Dama  average Counting Rate

ee  [electron equivalent]









Gaussian  with  detector  resolution



































Dark Matter  searches [Indirect and Direct]  are
 sensitive  and Powerful  and  study a signifcant
 fraction of [but not the entire]  space of the 
 “WIMP  hypothesis” (weakly interacting relic particle) 
 for the  nature of the Dark Matter.

Conclusions -  Perspectives



Dark Matter  searches [Indirect and Direct]  are
 sensitive  and Powerful  and  study a signifcant
 fraction of [but not the entire]  space of the 
 “WIMP  hypothesis” (weakly interacting relic particle) 
 for the  nature of the Dark Matter.

PAMELA:             excess”  + Standard 
                
Possibly a real  breakthrough:
    DM  with non standard properties 
            [“leptophilic”, large Boost factor]

   “Astrophysical explanations” are possible
    [indeed  more likely]
    [e+ acceleration in Pulsars, SNR]

Conclusions -  Perspectives



DAMA-LIBRA:

Tension  with the null-results of other experiments
Becomes  increasingly  strong.
[tension is reduced   considering channeling]

“ (VERY) non standard models  for DM”  could be viable:

      Inelastic  Dark  Matter

       Mirror  Matter

        “Axion Like particle” 



DAMA-LIBRA:

Tension  with the null-results of other experiments
Becomes  increasingly  strong.
[tension is reduced   considering channeling]

“ (VERY) non standard models  for DM”  could be viable:

      Inelastic  Dark  Matter

       Mirror  Matter

        “Axion Like particle” 

Prediction (and wish):

Life will be  interesting in DM  searches
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